
 

Week 26               
Sunday June 19th, 2016 

      
5:00 am Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.   
 
5:30 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
6:10 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
6:30 am Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Maltese News - News from Public Broadcasting Services Limited, Malta, in Maltese, no subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in Macedonian, no 

subtitles.   
 
9:00 am PopAsia - Features back-to-back videos from artists across Asia and all the latest news and 

interviews from the Korean, Japanese, Mandarin and Cantonese pop scenes. Hosted by Jamaica dela 
Cruz and Andy Trieu. (An SBS Production) (Entertainment Series) PG   

 
10:00 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
10:30 am Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Japanese News -  News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:35 am Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.   
 
12:05 pm Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Godzilla Versus Destoroyah - He's Back! For the 22nd time. This film opens with Godzilla wreaking 

havoc in Hong Kong. His body has taken on a reddish hue and scientists report that he "looks like a 
furnace ready for an atomic explosion". Not only is Godzilla capable of destroying everything in his 
path through sheer bulk and brutality, but now his cells are mutating and full of radium (the result of 
infection after doing battle with Space Godzilla the year before). Any penetration of his skin could 
trigger a nuclear explosion, which could destroy life on the planet. Directed by Takao Ohgawara and 
starring Takuro Tatsumi, Yoko Ishino and Emi Kodaka. (In Japanese, English subtitles) (1995) (Rpt) 
WS   
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2:50 pm The Friday Feed -  Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud and Jeanette Francis discuss the latest in news, 

technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and international headlines. 
(SBS Production)   

 
3:20 pm Space Dandy - Merry Companion Is A Wagon In Space, Baby - This dreamy adventurer with a to-

die-for pompadour travels across the galaxy in search of aliens no one has ever laid eyes on. Each 
new species he discovers earns him a hefty reward, but this dandy has to be quick on his feet 
because it's first come - first served! Accompanied by his sidekicks, a rundown robot named QT and 
Meow the cat-looking space alien, Dandy bravely explores unknown worlds inhabited by a variety of 
aliens. (S.1 Ep.5)(From Japan, in English) (Animation Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
3:50 pm The Brain: China - The Brain is a talent show that celebrates the gifted minds and incredible skills of 

extraordinary men, women, and children. In each episode, seven contestants must perform mental 
and physical challenges that are impossible for the everyday person, such as solving a series of 
Rubik’s Cube completely blindfolded in under five minutes. Candidates who successfully complete 
their personal challenge progress to the final round and qualify for the winning vote at the end of the 
show. The TV audience ultimately decides who the most skilful person in the country is. (From China, 
in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   

 
5:30 pm Football: Euro 2016 Highlights - Highlights from the second biggest tournament in the world. 2016 is 

the 15th edition of the UEFA European Championships, with 24 teams competing across France for 
the Henri Delaunay Trophy, making it the biggest yet. (France) (Sport)      

 
6:35 pm Humans Of SBS 2 - It's a Very Beautiful Thing, All of That Struggle - The 365 docobites team, 

Epiphany and Carl, travelled through 5 continents for an entire year to introduce the 365 docobites 
community to a stranger a day via a vlog of short and shorter documentaries. Each docobite is as 
unique as the stranger it features, allowing their identity to drive the content. It captures the essence of 
that time in their life: humorous or horrific, dramatic or delightful. What do these people look like, what 
do they think about, what makes them laugh, cry, scream and shout, what is life like for the strangers 
of the world? Let's get introduced. (S.1 Ep.1) (From Australia) (Documentary Series) G **New Series 
Premiere** 

 
6:40 pm Ninja Warrior Sweden - Fifteen new contestants fight for five places in the finals! (S.1 Ep.6) (From 

Sweden, in Swedish) (Entertainment Series) G    
 
7:30 pm If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular Chinese 

dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel of 24 single women, 
who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through the use of their podium lights. 
Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in 
Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) G   

 
8:30 pm Drunk History UK - Isy Suttie tells the story of Prince Edward and Mrs Simpson (featuring Greg 

James and Sophie McShera), while Ed Gamble narrates his version of The Great Escape (featuring 
Jamie Laing). (S.2 Ep.3) (From the UK) (Comedy Series) M(S,L,A,N) **New Episode**    
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9:00 pm South Park - World War Zimmerman - Cartman dreams that he’s Brad Pitt’s character in World War 

Z, except instead of zombies, the world is plagued by people who are upset over the Trayvon Martin 
verdict. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M(A,L,V) CC   

 
9:25 pm South Park -  Goth Kids 3: Dawn Of The Posers - The goth kids become worried after one of their 

members, Henrietta, returns from a camp intended to cure her goth, emo. But there is more going on 
than meets the eye. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M(A,L) CC   

 
9:50 pm Full Frontal With Samantha Bee - Comedian, writer, actress and political commentator Samantha 

Bee brings her sassy, smart and satirical point of view to a range of current and relevant issues in her 
very own late night comedy show. With her signature wit, Samantha tackles the taboo topics in a way 
that no one else can. (From the US) (Entertainment) M **Encore** 

 
10:20 pm Sex Box USA - Real couples, real sex, in a real box: the US remake of the British title follows real 

couples whose relationships are on the rocks. To combat their problems, the couples will have sex in 
a soundproof box, entirely hidden from cameras, though situated in the middle of a studio and 
immediately afterward, address their issues with the panel of a studio audience, for a series of 
emotionally honest conversations about intimacy. (S.1 Ep.1) (From the US) (Documentary Series) 
M(S,A) **Documentary Series Premiere**   

 
11:10 pm Shot By Kern - Seasoned photographer Richard Kern, best known for his images of scantily-clad, 

amateur models, travels around the globe to interview and shoot hundreds of women in their homes 
and apartments, capturing them even during their most intimate moments, including everything from 
brushing their teeth topless to lying naked in bed. This episode, Richard photrographs two Russian in 
a pond and reminisces about his indecorous adventures live on Russia Today. (From the US) 
(Documentary Series) (Rpt) MA(N)   

 
11:40 pm Girls Rock! - This is a film about girlhood. At Rock'n'Roll Camp, girls ranging in age from eight to 

eighteen are taught that it's OK to sweat like a pig, scream like a banshee, wail on their instruments 
with complete and utter abandon, and that "it is 100% okay to be exactly who you are." The film 
follows several campers: Laura, a Korean adoptee obsessed by death metal; Misty, who is emerging 
from a life of meth addiction, homelessness and gang activity; and Amelia, an eight-year-old who 
writes experimental rock songs about her dog Pipi. What happens to the girls as they are given a 
temporary reprieve from being sexualised, analysed and pressured to conform is truly moving and 
revolutionary. (From the US) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG   

 
 MOVIE: 
1:20 am The Army Of Crime - As the German army advances across Europe in 1941, Armenian poet Missak 

Manouchian leads a rag-tag band of freedom fighters against a powerful enemy. And as their guerrilla 
attacks become increasingly daring - culminating in the assignation of an SS general - Missak and his 
freedom fighters come to the attention of the Nazi top brass in Berlin. Directed by Robert Guédiguian 
and stars Simon Abkarian, Virginie Ledoyen and Robinson Stévenin. (From France, in French, 
Armenian and German) (War) (2009) (Rpt) MA(V,N)   

 
3:50 am CCTV News In English From Beijing -  The English language news channel from China Central 

Television (CCTV), the nation's largest national broadcasting network.    
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5:00 am Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.   
 
5:30 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
6:10 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
6:30 am Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Latin American News - News via satellite from Television National de Chile, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in Macedonian, no 

subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:35 am Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.   
 
12:05 pm Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
1:30 pm Tamil News - News via satellite from PolimerTV as broadcast in India (Chennai), in Tamil, no 

subtitles.   
 
2:00 pm Thai News - News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles.   
 
2:30 pm Sri Lankan Sinhalese News - News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri Lanka, in 

Sinhalese, no subtitles.   
 
3:00 pm Bangla News - News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.   
 
3:30 pm Romanian News - News via satellite from TVRi Bucharest Romania, in Romanian, no subtitles.   
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4:00 pm The Numbers Game - Could You Be a Hero? - Did you know that one in five people will be a hero 

during their lifetime? This episode shows how heroes aren't necessarily the biggest or strongest 
among us. They can be everyday people - for example, volunteers can increase their chances of 
being a hero by thirty-three percent. You're going to learn what it takes to be a hero, how to hone two 
vital heroic skills, and learn how to control your body's hero chemical in order to be ready, whenever 
duty calls. (From the US) (Factual Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
4:25 pm Flight 920: Love In The Air -  After experiencing one culture shock after another, jet lag and a string 

of surprising challenges, some contestants find the last week in Hong-Kong the most testing of all from 
a personal point of view. Next destination: Bali. (S.1 Ep.15) (From Canada, in French & English) 
(Entertainment) PG  

 
5:25 pm If You Are The One -  With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular Chinese 

dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel of 24 single women, 
who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through the use of their podium lights. 
Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in 
Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   

 
6:25 pm Humans Of SBS 2 – Our Worlds Collided with the Story – Travelling through 5 continents in a year, 

the 365 Docobites team introduce a stranger a day via a vlog of short and shorter documentaries, 
each as unique as the stranger it features. This docobite is a story from Maya and Amy about their 
love for writing free poetry for people on their typewriters. (S.1 Ep.2) (From Australia) (Documentary 
Series) G **New Episode**   

 
6:30 pm Football: Euro 2016 Highlights - Highlights from the second biggest tournament in the world. 2016 is 

the 15th edition of the UEFA European Championships, with 24 teams competing across France for 
the Henri Delaunay Trophy, making it the biggest yet. (France) (Sport)     

 
7:30 pm The Feed -  Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud and Jeanette Francis discuss the latest in news, technology 

and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and international headlines. (An SBS 
Production)   

 
8:00 pm Human Resources - Smells like Success - Grace, Dennis, and Tom travel to Toronto to help the 

Canada team launch a national air-care brigade with Febreze. Back in Trenton, Rick, Dean, Dara, Dan 
and other TerraCycle staff, gather together to help Stephen jumpstart to his love life. (S.1 Ep.8) (From 
the US) (Comedy Series) PG **New Episode**   

 
8:30 pm Awkward - The Scarlet Eye - A Homecoming bonfire gives everyone license to misbehave, and 

Jenna contemplates the ultimate decision: to DTR (define the relationship) with Matty or not to DTR. 
Jenna wants clarity, but will it come at the risk of losing Matty? Meanwhile, Tamara enjoys her first sex 
scandal after contracting pink eye in a hot tub make-out session, only to be accused of being a poser 
by Sadie. (S.1 Ep.4) (From the US) (Comedy Series) M(S,D,L) **New Episode**     

 
8:55 pm Faking It – Know Thy Selfie - Shane helps Amy determine if she likes girls or boys, while Liam helps 

at Karma’s parents’ juice truck they’ve parked at the school. (S.1 Ep.4) (From the US) (Comedy 
Series) (Class. tba) **New Episode**       
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MOVIE: 
9:25 pm Sunshine - In the year 2057, the Sun is dying and mankind faces extinction. Earth’s last hope lies with 

the Icarus II, a spacecraft with a crew of eight men and women led by Captain Kaneda. Their mission: 
to deliver a nuclear device designed to reignite the fading sun. Deep into their voyage, the crew hear a 
distress beacon from the Icarus I, which disappeared on the same mission seven years earlier. A 
terrible accident throws their mission into jeopardy and soon the crew find themselves fighting not only 
for their lives and their sanity, but for the future of mankind. (From the UK) (Movie) (Sci-Fi) (2007) 
MA(V,L) **Spaceships**  

 
 MOVIE: 
11:25 pm Space Battleship Yamato - The crew of the space battleship Yamato set out on a journey to the 

planet Iscandar to acquire a device that can heal the ravaged Earth. (From Japan, in Japanese) 
(Movie) (Science Fiction) (2010) (Rpt) M(V) **Spaceships**   

 
1:55 am The Feed -  Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud and Jeanette Francis discuss the latest in news, technology 

and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and international headlines. (An SBS 
Production)   

 
2:25 am Assassination Classroom - Forget about homework and pop quizzes. The students of Class 3E 

have a far more important assignment: kill their teacher before the end of the year! A tentacled sensei 
is out to conquer the classroom after destroying seventy per cent of the moon. In addition to reading, 
writing, and arithmetic, the murderous monster behind the lectern will teach his students everything he 
knows about the assassination game. Should some eager beaver prove to be a quick study in killing, 
he or she will save Earth from extinction - and collect a hefty reward. (From Japan, in English) 
(Animation Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
2:55 am Assassination Classroom - Forget about homework and pop quizzes. The students of Class 3E 

have a far more important assignment: kill their teacher before the end of the year! A tentacled sensei 
is out to conquer the classroom after destroying seventy per cent of the moon. In addition to reading, 
writing, and arithmetic, the murderous monster behind the lectern will teach his students everything he 
knows about the assassination game. Should some eager beaver prove to be a quick study in killing, 
he or she will save Earth from extinction - and collect a hefty reward. (From Japan, in English) 
(Animation Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
3:20 am RuPaul's Drag Race All Stars -  Rupaul's Gaff-In - The queens find themselves battling for laughs 

while impersonating their favourite celebrities on "RuPaul's Gaff-In" with Vicki Lawrence's "Mama", 
who is joined on the judge's panel by actress Busy Phillips. (From the US) (Entertainment) (Rpt) M(L)   

 
4:15 am RT News In English From Moscow -  RT from Moscow delivers the latest news and current affairs 

from around the world including special reports and entertainment news, in English.    
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5:00 am Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.   
 
5:30 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
6:10 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
6:30 am Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Ukrainian News - Ukrainian News from the National Television Company of Ukraine in Kyiv, no 

subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in Macedonian, no 

subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:35 am Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.   
 
12:05 pm Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
1:30 pm Tamil News - News via satellite from PolimerTV as broadcast in India (Chennai), in Tamil, no 

subtitles.   
 
2:00 pm Thai News - News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles.   
 
2:30 pm Sri Lankan Sinhalese News - News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri Lanka, in 

Sinhalese, no subtitles.   
 
3:00 pm Bangla News - News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.   
 
3:30 pm Nepali News - News via satellite from Nepal Television in Kathmandu, in Nepali, no subtitles.   
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4:00 pm The Feed -  Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud and Jeanette Francis discuss the latest in news, technology 

and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and international headlines. (An SBS 
Production)   

 
4:30 pm Flight 920: Love In The Air - The contestants arrive in Bali, Indonesia's most famous island. The 

tensions between Henriane and Virginie ripple through the group. For Marie-Claude and Maxime, the 
storm has passed: they have now reconciled. (S.1 Ep.16) (From Canada, in French & English) 
(Entertainment) PG  

 
5:25 pm If You Are The One -  With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular Chinese 

dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel of 24 single women, 
who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through the use of their podium lights. 
Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in 
Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   

 
6:25 pm Humans Of SBS 2 - Everybody Says I'm a Good Painter - This docobite features a story from Al 

about finding employment, creative freedom, and painting the walls of New York City. (S.1 Ep.3) 
(From Australia) (Documentary Series) G **New Episode**     

 
6:30 pm Football: Euro 2016 Highlights - Highlights from the second biggest tournament in the world. 2016 is 

the 15th edition of the UEFA European Championships, with 24 teams competing across France for 
the Henri Delaunay Trophy, making it the biggest yet. (France) (Sport)     

 
7:30 pm The Feed -  Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud and Jeanette Francis discuss the latest in news, technology 

and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and international headlines. (An SBS 
Production)   

 
8:00 pm Full Frontal With Samantha Bee -  Comedian, writer, actress and political commentator Samantha 

Bee brings her sassy, smart and satirical point of view to a range of current and relevant issues in her 
very own late night comedy show. With her signature wit, Samantha tackles the taboo topics in a way 
that no one else can. (From the US) (Entertainment) M **New Episode**      

 
8:30 pm Red Light/Green Light - As nations around the globe attempt to fight sex trafficking, many consider 

legalising prostitution. Two filmmakers, Jared Brock and Michelle Brock travel across ten countries to 
explore the issue and attempt to discover what lies at the root of it all. (From the USA) (Documentary) 
M(S,A) **Documentary Premiere**     

 
9:30 pm Orphan Black - From Dancing Mice to Psychopaths - The finale of the fourth season of Canadian 

drama-thriller, fast-tracked from the USA. (S.4 Ep.10) (From Canada & the US) (Drama Series) 
(Class.tba) **Season Finale**        

 
10:20 pm Wild Ride - Lost in a Cloud of Dust - The road to Angkor Wat is the most epic and dangerous drive 

of the journey. Between them and the temples lie a river, 250 km dirt roads and no gas stations. 
Somewhere in the dust cloud Team Misfit breaks down and is left behind, which may be a blessing in 
disguise. The rest of the group moves forward not realising that driving in complete darkness may not 
be the best idea on Cambodia’s most deadly road. (S.1 Ep.13) (From Canada & the US) 
(Documentary Series) MA(L)    
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10:50 pm Wild Ride - Angkor What? - The journey seems worth it as the teams are reunited at the epic 

temples of Angkor Wat, one of the most beautiful locations in South East Asia. Sarah finds out Stef 
isn't the gentleman she thought he was. The group is too busy celebrating at Angkor What Bar to 
notice the relationship drama. Hangovers, hurt feelings and more tuk tuk problems emerge as they try 
to depart the next day. With only two days until the Full Moon Party everyone begins questioning 
whether they can actually make it. (S.1 Ep.14) (From Canada & the US) (Documentary Series) MA(L)     

 
11:20 pm South Park - Raisins - Wendy breaks up with Stan and he is devastated. He tries to win her back, but 

she is now going out with Token. To cheer him up the boys take him to Raisins. (From the US, in 
English) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (L) CC WS   

 
11:50 pm The Feed -  Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud and Jeanette Francis discuss the latest in news, technology 

and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and international headlines. (An SBS 
Production)   

 
12:20 am Football 2016: Euro 2016 – Slovakia v England - Coverage of the second biggest tournament in the 

world. 2016 is the 15th edition of the UEFA European Championships, with 24 teams competing 
across France for the Henri Delaunay Trophy, making it the biggest yet. (France) (Sport) 

 
2:20 am The Returned - Virgil - Jerome and Berg have joined forces to take their investigation further: they 

decide to visit the hamlet where Victor’s family had been murdered. As promised, Serge leads Léna to 
the Domaine, where she is reunited with her mother and sister. But she also discovers that relations 
between Camille and Claire have taken a turn for the worse. Following the disappearance of her baby, 
Adèle comes under suspicion by the police. As for Julie, she sets out to finds Victor’s father, who, it 
seems, is still alive. (S.2,Ep.4) (From France, in French) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(V)   

 
3:25 am @midnight - A rotating lineup of today's top comedians will battle nightly to determine who has the 

funniest take on the day's social media and pop culture happenings and wear the crown of funniest 
person on Earth. (From the USA) (Comedy) (Rpt) M(S)   

 
3:55 am @midnight - A rotating lineup of today's top comedians will battle nightly to determine who has the 

funniest take on the day's social media and pop culture happenings and wear the crown of funniest 
person on Earth. (From the USA) (Comedy) (Rpt) M(S)   

 
4:25 am France 24 News In English From Paris - International news and current affairs television from Paris, 

offering a French perspective on world events, in English.    
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5:00 am Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.   
 
5:30 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
6:10 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
6:30 am Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Ukrainian News - Ukrainian News from the National Television Company of Ukraine in Kyiv, no 

subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in Macedonian, no 

subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:35 am Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.   
 
12:05 pm Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
1:30 pm Tamil News - News via satellite from PolimerTV as broadcast in India (Chennai), in Tamil, no 

subtitles.   
 
2:00 pm Football 2016: Euro 2016 - Croatia v Spain - Coverage of the second biggest tournament in the 

world. 2016 is the 15th edition of the UEFA European Championships, with 24 teams competing 
across France for the Henri Delaunay Trophy, making it the biggest yet. (France) (Sport)    

 
4:00 pm The Feed -  Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud and Jeanette Francis discuss the latest in news, technology 

and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and international headlines. (An SBS 
Production)   
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4:30 pm Flight 920: Love In The Air - This final episode in Bali is very emotionally charged. The final 

challenge, which opposes Maxime, Charles-Olivier, Marie-Claude and Virginie, is marred with tensions 
and sadness. Charles-Olivier and Virginie will have to go. The farewells are heart-breaking. (S.1 
Ep.17) (From Canada, in French & English) (Entertainment Series) PG      

 
5:30 pm If You Are The One -  With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular Chinese 

dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel of 24 single women, 
who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through the use of their podium lights. 
Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in 
Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   

 
6:30 pm Humans Of SBS 2 - I Love All, Yeah - As the 365 docobites team travel across the globe in search of 

365 unique stories, this episode features one from Edgar about what is really important in life. (S.1 
Ep.4) (From Australia) (Documentary Series) G    

 
6:35 pm Football: Euro 2016 Highlights - Highlights from the second biggest tournament in the world. 2016 is 

the 15th edition of the UEFA European Championships, with 24 teams competing across France for 
the Henri Delaunay Trophy, making it the biggest yet. (France) (Sport)     

 
7:35 pm The Feed -  Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud and Jeanette Francis discuss the latest in news, technology 

and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and international headlines. (An SBS 
Production)   

 
8:05 pm Brooklyn Nine-Nine - Terry Kitties - In an attempt to prove to his old precinct that he’s not a joke, 

Terry enlists Jake’s help in solving a case from his past. Meanwhile, Adrian (Jason Mantzoukas) 
moves in with Charles with mixed results, and Amy invites herself to a hyper-competitive training 
exercise with Holt and Rosa. (S.3 Ep.19) (From the US) (Comedy Series) PG CC **New Episode**    

 
8:30 pm Brooklyn Nine-Nine - Paranoia - Rosa enlists Jake to help change Terry’s disapproving opinion 

about her fast-moving relationship with Adrian. Their love for each other is put on hold when Pimento 
thinks someone from his past is trying to kill him. (S.3 Ep.20) (From the US) (Comedy Series) PG CC 
**New Episode**       

 
 MOVIE: 
8:55 pm Man Of Tai Chi -  Set in modern-day Beijing, the film follows the spiritual journey of a young martial 

artist whose unparalleled Tai Chi skills land him in a highly lucrative underworld fight club. As the 
fights intensify, so does his will to survive. Directed by and starring Keanu Reeves. Also stars Tiger Hu 
Chen and Karen Mok. (From the US, in English, Mandarin and Cantonese) (Action Adventure) (2013) 
M(V) CC **Ultraviolence**  

 
 MOVIE: 
10:50 pm Rollerball - James Caan stars as a rollerball champ in this fast-hitting, action-packed glimpse of a 

future where a brutal, no-holds-barred sport takes the place of war, and murder is just part of the 
game. (From the US) (Movie) (Sci-Fi) (1975) M(V) **Ultraviolence**     
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Wednesday June 22nd, 2016 
 
1:10 am The Feed - Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud and Jeanette Francis discuss the latest in news, technology 

and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and international headlines. (An SBS 
Production)   

 
1:40 am No Limit -  Gone Fishing - Just when Vincent thought he could take a break and kick back with the 

family, duty calls. He must step up against Koskas' devoted right-hand man. Meanwhile, Hydra is 
under threat as Juliette closes in on the organization's big secret. (S.2,Ep.7) (From France, in French) 
(Drama Series) (Rpt) MA(V)   

 
2:35 am No Limit -  Chemical Pain - Abandoned on all sides, hunted down by his sister and the authorities, 

Vincent has 4 hours to prevent a spectacular attack that is likely to claim the lives of Alex and his 
daughter. (S.2,Ep.8) (Season Final) (From France, in French) (Drama Series) (Rpt) MA(V)   

 
3:30 am The Birthday Boys -  All Your Favourites are Back - The Boys are booked on a comedy event 

proclaiming that "All Your Favorites Are Back!" The line-up goes on and on and on...leaving the boys 
in green room limbo. Also, a restaurant owner who puts more care into advertising the price of the 
food than the meal itself; you'll get what you pay for, but more importantly, "you'll pay for what you 
get." (S.1,Ep.8) (From the US) (Comedy/Sketch Series) (Rpt) PG(L)   

 
4:00 am Deutsche Welle English News -  News and analysis of the top international and European news and 

current affairs from Berlin, in English.    
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Thursday June 23rd, 2016 
      

5:00 am Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.   
 
5:30 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
6:10 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
6:30 am Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Maltese News - News from Public Broadcasting Services Limited, Malta, in Maltese, no subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in Macedonian, no 

subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:35 am Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.   
 
12:05 pm Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
1:30 pm Tamil News - News via satellite from PolimerTV as broadcast in India (Chennai), in Tamil, no 

subtitles.   
 
2:00 pm Thai News - News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles.   
 
2:30 pm Sri Lankan Sinhalese News - News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri Lanka, in 

Sinhalese, no subtitles.   
 
3:00 pm Bangla News - News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.   
 
3:30 pm Somali News - News via satellite from Universal TV as broadcast in Somalia (Mogadishu), in Somali, 

no subtitles.   
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4:00 pm The Feed -  Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud and Jeanette Francis discuss the latest in news, technology 

and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and international headlines. (An SBS 
Production)   

 
4:30 pm Flight 920: Love In The Air - There's no base camp in Australia. The adventure will be a road trip. 

From now on, all challenges will be couple challenges. Henriane and Jeremie find love. (S.1 Ep.18) 
(From Canada, in French & English) (Entertainment Series) PG     

 
5:25 pm If You Are The One -  With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular Chinese 

dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel of 24 single women, 
who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through the use of their podium lights. 
Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in 
Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   

 
6:30 pm Humans Of SBS 2 - Drink Lots of Beer! - A 365 docobites story from Sineid and Amanda about how 

St Patricks Day brings friends and family together. (S.1 Ep.5) (From Australia) (Documentary Series) 
G **New Episode**     

 
6:35 pm Football: Euro 2016 Highlights - Highlights from the second biggest tournament in the world. 2016 is 

the 15th edition of the UEFA European Championships, with 24 teams competing across France for 
the Henri Delaunay Trophy, making it the biggest yet. (France) (Sport)    

 
7:30 pm The Feed -  Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud and Jeanette Francis discuss the latest in news, technology 

and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and international headlines. (An SBS 
Production)   

 
8:00 pm Adam Ruins Death - In the season finale, Adam explains that death is inevitable, and that that reality 

must be accepted. He shows why immortality is nothing but a fantasy, reveals that the American 
funeral industry is a racket that exploits mourner's grief and fear of death, and demonstrates how if 
you don't accept death, you can make terrible medical decisions ruin what life you have left. (S.1 
Ep.12) (From the US) (Comedy Series) PG **Season Finale**       

 
8:30 pm Mythbusters - Do Try This At Home Special - For years the Mythbusters team have told you to 

leave the busting to the professionals. But that’s all about to change. Every MythBuster has to start 
somewhere - and there’s no place like home. Our team has collected a handful of myths that can be 
busted in the comfort of your own workshop - without the need for explosives, catapults or a fire 
extinguisher. (From the US) (Entertainment) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
9:30 pm Going Deep With David Rees - How to Sign Your Name - David’s attempt to improve his personal 

signature takes him from the New York Public Library to a meeting with comic Paul F. Tompkins. (S.2 
Ep.5) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Class. tba) **New Episode**       

 
10:00 pm Going Deep With David Rees - How to Take a Nap - David explores the science of sleep in an 

attempt to re-create the best nap he’s ever had. Humourist John Hodgman helps David appreciate the 
benefits of a midday snooze. (S.2 Ep.6) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Class. tba) **New 
Episode**      
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10:25 pm 3AM: Sex, Drugs, New York - A Night is a Living Thing - Josh Ostrovsky, aka The Fat Jew, 

explores the darkest and weirdest parts of the city. Kirill is a nightlife photographer whose racy photos 
test the boundaries of his relationship with his girlfriend. Markus, arguably New York’s most infamous 
doorman is on everyone’s list to know, but he struggles to have a meaningful relationship with the 
person closest to him; and Samantha is an escort whose dream is to become a professional 
photographer. (S.1 Ep.1) (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Class. tba) **New Series Premiere**           

 
10:55 pm 3AM: Sex, Drugs, New York - I Created This Monster - Kirill’s insane lifestyle is starting to anger his 

girlfriend Lauren. Markus gets an opportunity to move beyond the velvet rope and into the world of 
stand-up. The Fat Jew tests his intern to see if he’s up to the task, and Va$htie, a lovely and talented 
DJ, is trying to make a name for herself in New York City. (S.1 Ep.2) (From the US) (Entertainment 
Series) (Class.tba) **New Series Premiere**           

 
11:20 pm League Nation Live -  Retired Broncos captain Justin Hodges and Logie nominee actor Aaron 

Fa’Aoso will lead a cast of league fanatics as NITV scores the newest and hottest NRL entertainment 
footy show, League Nation Live. (An NITV Production) (Sport) (Entertainment)   

 
12:50 am The Feed -  Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud and Jeanette Francis discuss the latest in news, technology 

and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and international headlines. (An SBS 
Production)   

 
1:20 am On The Piste - This episode, Mandorra welcomes yet more men to town and the cocktail of too many 

lads and too much alcohol leads to chaos. The workers get together for some more mountain 
merriment in the form of relay races with alcohol, of course! Sam and his mates from Yorkshire spend 
the week getting well and truly "Pas’d". All in all it is a bonkers blizzard of boisterousness. Danny 
proves that he does have a romantic side when he whisks Beth off for a night in an igloo hotel for a 
night neither of them will ever forget. (Ep.6) (From the UK) (Reality/Entertainment Series) (Rpt) MA(N)   

 
2:15 am The Notorious - The Comeback - Over six months, this series will delve into the rapidly expanding 

world of MMA, and through Conor McGregor’s eyes, will explore the physical and mental strain a 
fighter has to go through to become an Ultimate Fighting Champion. From Dublin, to Rio, Las Vegas 
and finally Boston, we see how both McGregor’s reputation and skills in the octagon are matched by a 
personality and charisma that has captured the imagination of fight fans worldwide. In the first 
episode, we find McGregor recovering from a knee injury as he battles through gruelling physio and 
training for his first fight in ten months. (From Ireland) (Documentary Series) (Part 1 of 6) (Rpt) M(V,L)   

 
2:45 am Alarm for Cobra 11 - Semir and Ben are involved in a hot pursuit duel with a gang of young car 

thieves. The first round goes to the thieves. Their speciality: high-class dream cars. But Ben and 
Semir stay on their trail and soon find the wirepuller. But then the highway cops realise that there is 
another crime lurking behind the thefts. A crime that will destroy an old friendship and save a great 
love. (From Germany) (Drama) (Rpt) M(V,L)     

 
3:45 am NHK World English News -  News and information on Japan's politics, business, culture, 

entertainment and more, in English.    
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5:00 am Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.   
 
5:30 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
6:10 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
6:30 am Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Bosnian News - News via satellite from Radio-Televizija Bosne i Hercegovine, Bosnia.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in Macedonian, no 

subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:35 am Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.   
 
12:05 pm Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
1:30 pm Tamil News - News via satellite from PolimerTV as broadcast in India (Chennai), in Tamil, no 

subtitles.   
 
2:00 pm Thai News - News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles.   
 
2:30 pm Sri Lankan Sinhalese News - News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri Lanka, in 

Sinhalese, no subtitles.   
 
3:00 pm Bangla News - News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.   
 
3:30 pm Armenian News - News via satellite from Channel H1 Armenia (Yerevan), in Armenian, no subtitles.   
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4:00 pm The Feed -  Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud and Jeanette Francis discuss the latest in news, technology 

and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and international headlines. (An SBS 
Production)   

 
4:30 pm Flight 920: Love In The Air - The relationships between the contestants make for a bumpy ride. 

David wants to leave Jeremie and Henriane to their new romance, which earns Henriane a few 
criticisms. In the end, three couples will travel to Chile. (S.1 Ep.19) (From Canada, in French & 
English) (Entertainment Series) PG    

 
5:30 pm Brain Games - In It To Win It - Whether you're trying to get to the head of the class, earn the big 

promotion, or just find a parking spot - every day, you're competing. With yourself and with others. So 
what is it about the human brain that makes you want to win? In this episode you'll learn what drives 
you to compete, why some people may be born more competitive, and how a little healthy rivalry can 
help you climb the ladder of success. You've got to be in it to win it. (S.3 Ep.7) (From the US) 
(Documentary Series) G     

 
6:00 pm Street Genius - Blast Off - Tim Shaw organises a set of highly unusual scientific challenges for 

ordinary members of the public, including a slip sliding race to the finish to find out which household 
ingredient helps create the fastest surface, and a desert based test that gets to the bottom of sand box 
science. Tim also interrupts a group of local diners and asks them to participate in a physical feat of 
human construction. (S.1 Ep.19) (From the US) (Entertainment Series) G     

 
6:25 pm Humans Of SBS 2 - That's What We Need, The Passion For Life - This docobite features a story 

from Stephanie about high fashion, creative risks, and surprises. (S.1 Ep.6) (From Australia) 
(Documentary Series) G **New Episode** 

 
6:30 pm Mythbusters -  Hollywood on Trial Special - Tonight, the Mythbusters set out to determine just how 

Hollywood pulls off some of its most spectacular stunts and eye-popping effects. They also revisit a 
collection of Hollywood's biggest big screen myths from previous shows. The team finds out whether 
an ocean liner would really suck people under when it sinks, and whether the escapees from Alcatraz 
really did make it to shore? Neither the media, nor the movie, provided a definitive answer as to the 
escapee's fate. Other myths that are investigated are: Can ricocheting bullets really be made to spark? 
Is quicksand a killer? And can a locked door really be broken down with one good shove? (From the 
US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
7:30 pm The Friday Feed -  Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud and Jeanette Francis discuss the latest in news, 

technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and international headlines. 
(SBS Production)   

 
8:00 pm Illusions Of Grandeur – Las Vegas - Zack Mirza visits America’s modern day magic Mecca in search 

of sleight-of-hand secrets from magicians and gamblers alike. He meets not one but two legendary 
sleight masters – R. Paul Wilson and Jason England. But in spite of their warnings, Zack blows his 
money and gets hustled by an up-and-coming entertainer named Piff The Magic Dragon. Still, he 
decides to lay it all on the line, gambling his most valuable asset as a magician: his hands! (S.1 Ep.10) 
(From Canada) (Entertainment Series) PG **New Episode** 
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8:25 pm Release The Hounds - Three unsuspecting contestants enter a dark and remote forest at dusk under 

the guise that they have the opportunity to unlock chests full of money. What host Reggie Yates isn’t 
telling them is that to win big, they must first conquer a string of gruesome and gory challenges to 
locate the hidden keys. Overcoming the mental and physical hurdles is only the beginning of their 
challenge; they have to outrun a pack of dogs trained to guard the cash once they release the hounds. 
(From the US) (Entertainment Series) M(L,V,A) **New Episode** 

 
9:20 pm Adam Looking For Eve - Rob was once a workaholic, but after burning out, he's open to the nicer 

things in life - like dating naked on a deserted island. Single mum Natalie's looking for a ripped, 
smooth-shaven, sweet, non-smoking, caring and reliable stud who has no trouble with her daring 
profession. It's love at first sight for these two, especially for Natalie. Their romance is disrupted when 
a female competitor sends Natalie away. (S.2 Ep.2) (From the Netherlands, in Dutch & English) 
(Entertainment Series) MA(N) **New Episode** 

 
 MOVIE: 
10:15 pm Storm Warriors -  An epic battle is played out by warriors harnessing the power of the elements in 

this action drama from the directing team of Danny Pang and Oxide Pang Chun. Heroic warriors Wind 
and Cloud find themselves up against a ruthless Japanese warlord intent on invading China and 
taking control of the land. A sequel to the 1998 blockbuster, The Storm Riders. Winner of the award 
for Best Visual Effects at the 2010 Hong Kong Film Awards. Stars Aaron Kwok, Ekin Cheng and 
Kenny Ho. (From Hong Kong, in Cantonese) (Action Adventure) (2009) (Rpt) M (V) **Kung Fu 
Fridays** 

 
 MOVIE: 
12:20 am The Sign Of The City - Teca, a late-night radio show host, uses her astrological skills to help listeners 

who call in for advice. But her own life feels empty and lonely. One day she makes the acquaintance 
of her handsome new neighbour, Gil, only to find out he is married. Directed by Carlos Alberto Riccelli 
and stars Bruna Lombardi, Malvino Salvador and Juca de Oliveira. (From Brazil, in Portuguese) 
(Drama) (2007) (Rpt) MA (A,N,S)   

 
2:10 am PopAsia - Features back-to-back videos from artists across Asia and all the latest news and 

interviews from the Korean, Japanese, Mandarin and Cantonese pop scenes. Hosted by Jamaica dela 
Cruz and Andy Trieu. (An SBS Production) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
3:15 am NHK World English News - News and information on Japan's politics, business, culture, 

entertainment and more, in English.    
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5:00 am Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.   
 
5:30 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
6:10 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
6:30 am Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Hungarian News - News via satellite from Duna TV (DTV) Budapest, in Hungarian, no subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in Macedonian, no 

subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:35 am Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.   
 
12:05 pm Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Do Or Die - A Gory End - On this episode of Do or Die, try to survive being trampled in Pamplona 

during the 'Running of the Bulls.' Battle to stay alive when swift, freezing water washes you down the 
Los Angeles river system. And strive to find safety as a massive 8.0 earthquake shakes an office 
building down around you. If you found yourself in these Do or Die dilemmas, would you know how to 
save yourself? (S.1,Ep.7) (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
1:30 pm Do Or Die - Choking To Death - On this episode of Do or Die, act fast to save a friend who chokes on 

a cupcake during an eating contest. Struggle to stay alive when a thrilling wing suit BASE jump takes 
a turn for the worst. And test your mettle against a killer fish when a thrashing, 600-pound marlin leaps 
into your yacht. You only have an instant to react - do...or die. (S.1,Ep.8) (From the US) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG CC   
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1:55 pm Don't Tell My Mother... - New Delhi - In Delhi, India ancient history collides with an explosive modern 

economy.   One of the outsourcing capitals of the world it has attracted a massive migration swelling 
the population 50% in the last twenty years. Change is coming so fast that a city that took centuries to 
build is struggling to keep up.  In this episode of “Don’t Tell My Mother,” Diego Bunuel travels to the 
capital of India and sees how messy a megalopolis of 16 million can get. (From France) 
(Documentary) (Rpt) PG   

 
2:25 pm Don't Tell My Mother... -  Dhaka - Known mostly for its destructive deluges during the monsoon 

season and the abject poverty of the overpopulated slums Dhaka, Bangladesh is close to last on the 
list for even the most intrepid travelers. But in this episode of “Don’t Tell my Mother,” Diego Bunuel 
peddled and paddled his way through the chaotic capital and found that there is energetic creativity 
bubbling up amidst the frenzied streets. Join Bunuel as he hangs out  with  the cross dressing 
detectives, rock star carpenters and menacing monkeys that give this mega-city its unique spirit. 
(From France) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG    

 
2:55 pm Superbike World Championship 2016 - Round 8: Misano, Italy. Coverage of Round 8 of the 2016 

Superbike World Championship from Misano World Circuit Marco Simoncelli, Italy.  (Motor Sport) CC          
 
3:55 pm My Father's Truck -  10 years old Mai Vy skips school to help her father with his passenger truck for 

hire. Outside the classroom she learns the way things really are in the world. (From Vietnam, in 
Vietnamese) (Short) (Drama) (Rpt) PG(A)   

 
4:10 pm Celebrity Chef -  This series invites a Michelin-starred chef to tutor ten Chinese stars - all self-

confessed foodies - in a variety of special regional styles of food preparation. The celebrities are then 
called on to use their newfound skills in a series of studio-based challenges, competing against one 
another to impress a panel of judges and proceed to the next round. The ultimate winner will take 
home the trophy for being China's best Celebrity Chef, along with a deal for a cookbook and a million 
yuan donation to the charity of their choice. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   

 
5:30 pm Brain Games - Liar Liar - Facts and fun come together to teach us exactly what lies within your brain. 

This series examines the secrets to good and evil, strange pathways that connect you to your body, 
and a hidden ‘you’ controlling your actions without you even realising it. Delve into topics like focus, 
fear, persuasion, decision-making and neural fitness and turn your mind’s eye inwards, for an 
entertaining and revealing journey. (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   

 
6:00 pm Humans Of SBS 2 - Everyone's Actually the Same - A story from Michelle and Janine about the 

best way to get to know a city when you’re low on time, and high on curiosity. (S.1 Ep.7) (From 
Australia) (Documentary Series) G **New Episode**     

 
6:05 pm The Illusionist - A French illusionist finds himself out of work and travels to Scotland, where he meets 

a young woman. Their ensuing adventure changes both their lives forever. Directed by Sylvain 
Chomet and stars Jean-Claude Donda, Eilidh Rankin and Duncan MacNeil. Nominated for an 
Academy Award for Best Animated Feature Film in 2011. (From the UK) (Animation) (2010) (Rpt) PG 
CC   
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7:30 pm If You Are The One -  With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular Chinese 

dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel of 24 single women, 
who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through the use of their podium lights. 
Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in 
Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) G   

 
8:30 pm The Island With Bear Grylls - After being marooned for almost a week, the women catch sight of a 

man in the distance, and go to investigate. Following an emotional encounter on the beach, both 
groups help each other: the women feed the starving men, whilst the men stop the women drinking 
poisonous water. As a vicious tropical storm rolls in, Hannah, an Iraq veteran, takes charge of a 
desperate attempt to build a shelter and save the fire. But the deafening thunder and lightning have a 
devastating effect on Hannah. The fledgling community are left reeling as a result. (S.3 Ep.2) (From 
the UK) (Documentary Series) (Class. tba) **Encore**        

 
 MOVIE: 
9:25 pm The Ringer - A lowlife tries to rig the Special Olympics by pretending to be mentally disabled, but is 

upstaged by his street-smart competitors. (From the US) (Comedy) (Movie) (2005)     
 
 MOVIE: 
11:10 pm Fat Kid Rules The World - Troy Billings (Jacob Wysocki) is 17, overweight and depressed. His life 

sucks. Just as he's about to jump in front of a bus, he's saved by Marcus (Matt O'Leary), a charming 
high school dropout street punk. Marcus is clearly trouble, but the two become fast friends when 
Marcus enlists the musically challenged Troy to become the drummer in his new punk band. As Troy’s 
relationship with Marcus grows, Troy's father becomes increasingly concerned about his son's new 
friendship.  Based on the award-winning young adult novel by K.L. Going. (From the US) (Comedy) 
(Movie) (2012) M(A,V,L,D)     

 
 MOVIE: 
1:00 am Gimme The Loot - Malcom and Sofia, two determined teens from the Bronx, are the ultimate graffiti-

writers. When a rival gang buffs their latest masterpiece, they hatch a plan to get revenge by tagging 
an iconic NYC landmark - but they need to raise $500 to pull it off. Over two whirlwind sun-soaked 
summer days, the duo travel on an epic urban adventure involving black market spray cans, illicit 
bodegas and stolen sneakers to execute the scheme that'll make them the most famous writers in 
New York. (From the US) (Movie) (Drama) (2012) MA(L)     

 
 MOVIE: 
2:25 am The Man Next Door -  When two neighbours clash, their argument becomes less about proposed 

building alterations and more about the wider battle between class and social status. The hugely 
impressive building in question is the only example of a Le Corbusier residential home in all of Latin 
America, adding to the poignancy of their argument. Winner of six Argentinean Academy Awards in 
2010, including Best Film. Directed by Mariano Cohn and Gastón Duprat, and stars Rafael 
Spregelburd, Daniel Aráoz and Eugenia Alonso. (From Argentina, in Spanish) (Drama) (2009) (Rpt) M 
(S,L,V)   

 
4:25 am CCTV News In English From Beijing -  The English language news channel from China Central 

Television (CCTV), the nation's largest national broadcasting network.   

        


